SAFE GRIP 3
New protective gloves for fire fighters

Certified according to EN 659:2008
The newly-developed SAFE GRIP 3 combines improved protection with a uniquely new, dynamic design and is certified
according to EN 659:2008. It guarantees protection, improved wearing comfort, and gives the professional fire-fighter
great tactile experience. It impresses with best-in-class heat and flame resistance and optimum cold insulation.
The Gore-Tex ®X-TRAFIT membrane is guaranteed to be waterproof and wind-proof, and it ensures breathability of the
glove at the same time.

Performance classes of EN 659:2008
Performance criterion

Performance criterion

Abrasion (EN 389)

4

Cut-resistance (EN 388)

4

Tear propagation resistance (EN 388)

4

Puncture-resistance (EN 388)

3

Burning behavior (EN 407)

4

Convective heat (EN 367 / 407)

✓

Radiated heat (EN 6942)

✓

Contact heat (EN 702)

✓

Shrinkage (ISO 17493)

✓

Tactile experience (EN 420)

4

Removal of gloves (EN ISO 15383)

✓

Water permeabilty (EN 344-1)

✓

Fluid permeability (ISO 15383)

✓

Permeability of liquid chemicals (EN 368)

✓

SAFE GRIP 3
New protective gloves for fire fighters
Safe and cut-resistant.
The new glove complies with immediate effect with EN 388 Level 4 for
cut-resistance. The reason for this is the new reinforcement material which is
silicone-carbon coated and contains a new admixture of mineral components.
This gives the SAFE GRIP 3 even better mechanical protection properties and
improved cut resistance.
The innovative reinforcement material also ensures an improved tactile
experience and thus a more precise grip when you need to grab hold of
something.

Improved tactile experience

Reflective elements for improved visibility.
The reflective stripes have been thoroughly revised for the SAFE GRIP 3.
Generous 5 cm yellow/silver/yellow reflective stripes at the cuff ensure
improved visibility.
For the first time, the SAFE GRIP 3 additionally uses reflecting silver piping on
the back and on the finger folds. For the SAFE GRIP 3 in dark blue finger joint
folds are colored in red, for the yellow gloves finger joint folds are colored in
black.

Technical data
SAFE GRIP 3 with cuff
Outer fabric colour

Reflective elements for safe operations

SAFE GRIP 3 with wristlet
dark blue

yellow

approx. 350 mm

Length

6 to 12

Sizes

up to 60°

Maschine washable

Outer fabric colour

dark blue

approx. 320 mm
*Instead of „xx“, add the size to the article number, e.g.:
6 to 12
Sizes
14496043 for TWISTER-cross,
size 43
up to 60°
Maschine washable
Length

Ordering data SAFE GRIP 3

142750

142740

142760

142750

SAFE GRIP 3 dark blue with cuff

142740

SAFE GRIP 3 dark blue with wristlet

142760

SAFE GRIP 3 yellow with cuff
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Rosenbauer International AG
Paschinger Strasse 90
4060 Leonding, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 6794-0
Fax: +43 732 6794-77
office@rosenbauer.com

www.rosenbauer.com

Text and illustrations are not binding. The illustrations may show optional extras only available at extra charge.
Rosenbauer retains the right to alter specifications and dimensions given herein without prior notice.
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